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Hey, we’ve nailed search 
and play! Congrats!

If you DON’T KNOW what 
you want to listen to….
our product is USELESS!

Spotify HQ
BUT….



Radio



Discover



There must be a 
better way...

Product ManagerEngineers
Designer



Re-connecting the dots

Data

Algorithm

User Interface



If you’re just using your engineers to code, you’re only 
getting about half their value

“I have said many times that the best single 
source for innovation is your engineers 
(because they’re working with the enabling 
technology every day, so they’re in the best 
position to see what’s just now possible).”

“Hopefully this is obvious, but a strong tech-
powered product company would no sooner 
outsource their engineers, than they would 
outsource their CEO.”

Marty Cagan

https://svpg.com/customer-inspired-technology-enabled/


Finding the Successful Product
• Understand your organization
• Org vision and strategy
• How the org makes €
• The org’s market, customers, 

competitors
• The value propositionValuable

• How to code
• How to fit with legacy systems
• Tech trends
• Intangible aspects (security, 

scaling, performance, privacy 
concerns, etc.)

Feasible
• Understand the users
• Identify users' problems
• Identify solutions, the 

job-to-be-done
• Design, prototype, test

Usable

Successful 
Product!

Based on Marty Cagan’s “Mind the Product”



PO/PM as collaborative leader and facilitator

Illustration: Jason Yip



Facilitating context



Main Focus

New idea

“The most important thing is to empower teams by 
assigning them problems to solve, and then give the 
teams the space to solve them.”

“And it’s essential that we define 
success by business results (aka 
outcome), and not simply activity or 
output.”



Focused on Outcomes, not on Output



Activities, Epics, Features, Stories…

• How we believe we are going to reach 
our goals

• These are just hypotheses/bets

• They have to change if the numbers 
aren't improving 



These bets have a low success rate

The vast majority of [new ideas] fail in 
experiments, and even experts often misjudge 
which ones will pay off.

At Google and Bing, only about 10% to 20% of 
experiments generate positive results.

At Microsoft as a whole, one-third prove effective, 
one-third have neutral results, and one-third have 
negative results.

Ron Kohavi, ex-Amazon, ex-Microsoft
https://hbr.org/2017/09/the-surprising-power-of-online-experiments



We’re working on X. Because 
Sam said it’s important.

We’re done when the metrics 
have movedWe’re done when Sam is OK 

with it.

We’re working on X. Because 
we think it’s going to give 
impact Y, which matters to 

Spotify because of Z

Illustration: Henrik Kniberg

Moving from opinions to data





Aligned Autonomy



Alignment enables autonomy

High
Alignment

High Autonomy

Micromanaging 
organization

Indifferent 
culture

Entrepreneurial 
organization

Chaotic culture

Authoritative 
organization
Conformist  
culture

Innovative 
organization

Collaborative  
culture

You figure out how!

We need to reach 
mainstream lean 
back users

Low
Alignment

Low Autonomy

Hope someone is 
working on the lean 

back problem…

Source: Stephen Bungay

Develop Discover!



<--- COLLABORATION IS HARD --->

TOP 
MGMT

MID 
MANAGMENT

FRONT LINE SILOS
CONTROL:
- Resource allocation
- Delivery on plan

”Traditional” organizations

CONTROL:
- Long term projects 
- Detailed budgets
- Tollgates

NO DIRECT FEEDBACK LOOP



TEAM FOCUS:
- Small and long-lived
- Self-organizing
- Working towards goals, using 

feedback loops
- Collaboration between squads

MGMT FOCUS:
- Vision & Goals
- Strategic context
- Servant leadership
- Removing obstacles for squads

Aligned Autonomy

TRANSPARENT INFORMATION
(BOTH WAYS)

CROSS FUNCTIONAL SQUADS

TOP 
MGMT



Main Focus

New idea

Metrics
• Reach
• Depth
• Retention

Engage lean back 
users



Iterate, iterate, iterate….

“Like this?”

“No, wait”

“WTF?”

“Getting 
better!”

“Looks 
promising, 
but…”

“Ah!”

COOL!

Hmmm….



Team using it, continuous improvement

Awesome!COOL!

Just one thing though….
More tweaking….



Experiments, experiments
Q: What should the cover art look like?
A: ME! But with cool colors.

What’s the right length?

4 hours
3 hours
2 hours

Q: How often should it be updated?

A: Every week.

Fixed lots of content WTFs

Too unfamiliar Too familiar

10% lift 
in WAU!



Winning formula
➔ 2 hours of personalised music 

recommendations

➔ Refreshed every Monday morning

➔ Delivered in a standard Spotify playlist

➔ Playlist image is based on user’s FB 
account

➔ All songs are replaced each week

No frontend 
development 
needed!

100% data-
informed



OK. now what?
Employee release!

Metrics
• Reach
• Depth
• Retention



Employee release

“How how much do you like the music in your 
discover weekly”

Survey (google form)

1

5 Love it! Found a new favorite song!

Hate it!



Rest of Spotify using it, loving it!
And giving feedback. More iterating!

Wow!
Huh, what’s this? It’s as if my secret music twin put 

it together!
EVERYTHING in it is good!

Awesome! 
Release it!

Awesome survey 
results!



OK. now what?

“A team should be 
able to ship 
anything to 5% of 
users”        

- CTO



“We aim to make 
mistakes faster than 

anyone else”



Celebrate failureCelebrate Failure



“Limited Blast Radius” via decoupled 
architecture



Via gradual rollout



OK. now what?

Release to 1% of 
users!

“A team should be 
able to ship 
anything to 5% of 
users”        

- CTO



1%

But will the rest of the world 
like it?

Dunno. We’ll find 
out.



Watching the data

User metrics

1200 survey responses

Rating



Watching the buzz



Conclusion: We have a winner!

But...



It didn’t scale :(

Joe

Maria

Jenny

Maria’s
DW

Joe’s
DW

Jenny’s
DW

share

share

share

+ millions more!

Spotify = a single “user” with 75 MILLIONS of shared playlists, 
and they CHANGE EVERY WEEK on the same day!



Ctrl

Undeploy
Z



Sort out the tech issues
Hmmm…..

Let’s try….

Lemee 
just...

How about….



Gradually roll it out again



Tweak the marketing message

Used user’s own language in 
the launch



Tweak the packaging



Co-creator 
of Pandora!



X-functional 
teams

Fail-friendly environment

Slack Focus

Enough slack

Success metrics

User testing
Feedback loopLearningsFailures

OK to throw 
things away

Awesome new 
stuff!

People

Problems

Feedback 
infrastructure

Ingredients of successful innovation

Illustration: Henrik Kniberg





Innovation can’t be forced
Just enabled & encouraged & supported

Managers cannot make innovation happen - but they can 
create an environment to support it and stop it from being 
killed

Illustration: Henrik Kniberg



Thank you for your 
attention!

Joakim Sundén
@joakimsunden
http://www.joakimsunden.com
sayat.me/joakimsunden

Questions?




